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Foster: Sindarin and Quenya Phonology

Smdartn and Ouenya Phonology
by Robert Foster
This paper Is the first version or a portion or what I
hope will eventually become an Elvish Grammar and Dictionary. Obviously, my efforts are somewhat tentatl•e and this
paper somewhat premature, but In this way I hope to be able
to profit by the many critlctams and corrections which I am
sure my work will generate.
3efore I proceed to my discussion, which Is or the aowid
systems or Quenya and Stndarln, I would like to mention that
In my examination or Eldartn I shall attempt to ecluda phonetic criteria from my discussions, since I reel that the
available ~~terlal does not permit or more than a phonemic
oescrlptlon.
At times I shall break my own rule, but It
Should be kept tn mind that all phonetic statements are extremely hypothetical and usually cannot ba defended by anyAlso, I would like
thing more than my linguistic Intuition.
to state that altnough I have doubts about the reality or
the concept or the phoneme, It Is an extremely useful concept for discussions or this sort.
Although Slndartn ta descended directly from Quenya, the
sound correprobl~m or analyzing the two and establishing
spondences between them ts not as simple as It might appear,
since ·rhe Lord or the iltng;s (as usual, I use the term to
ref~r to all or the ~lddle-carth books) contalns a rather
small number or examples or each language over a considerIt la as though one were presented with
able span of time.
a Jumble or words and phrases from classical Latin and Its
modern descendent Italian, and also with some medieval Latin,
Italian proper nouns coined at various periods and retained
unchanged, and finally some Renaissance Italian poetry. The
~uenya or the names or the Tengwar (III 500) represents a
much earlier stage than that or Caladrtel's
Farewell (I 489),
Berdthlel represent
while nQmes such as !lelertand, ~and
older stages or Stndarln than do Rohan or Ithlllen.
Although
the changes may not be extreme, they are sizable and Important. The Quenya or the Tengwar names, which I shall call
E~rly Quenya (EQ), ts not the earliest known stage, since~
/Ir- and Ill- derl ve from earl t er , perhaps "Proto-Quenya•
forms Nsr- and isl-, but It dates from the early First Age.
Late Quenya (LQ) Is that or the Third Age, and reflects
changes made by the Exiles;
Its principal difference from
Early Stndarln
EQ probably lies 1n the phonemic system.
\f.~) IS that or the First and Second Ages, and ls preserved
mostly In place-names.
Late Slndarln ts that or Rlvendell,
L6rten and the OOr:edaln at the time or the "'ar or the Rtng.
It will be seen, therefore, that LQ and both gs and LS
ar~ descendeo from EQ. riowev~r. Quenya ~~had,
like
..attn, a cultural Importance which ~lndartn did not, and
tt.ls made the rate or change or Quenya much slower than
thdt of Its orrsnoot, whlch In turn changed slower th!lll the
Although the early stages or this devellonguages we know.
opment will remain somewhat obscure until the publication
or the Sllm~rllllon, lt ls possible to describe tne histories or these two Eldarln tongues (there seem to be others,
but they arc not mentioned) In rather general terms, using
historical events and key sound changes.
The transition
from Proto-Quenya to EQ ls marked by the development or
/sy/ and /khy/ Into /y/.
fhat thls occured before the end
of the Great Journey ls shown by the later development or
this EQ /y/ Into Es /h/.
The difference between EQ (spoken
by the Elaar In Eldamar from tile end of the Creat Journey
without change) and ES (spoken by the Slndar In the mortal
environment or t:tddle-earth) began to develop as soon as
the two branches of the Eldar spllt, and the Quenya or the
Slndar, spoken In mortal londs, changed markedly. Slndarln
became an Independent l!lilguage before the return or F~anor
and the Exiles, and the degree to whlch ES ts closer related to LS than lt ts to E~ gives an Idea or the length of
time between the Creat Journey and the aebelllon or Morgoth.
rhe Queny~ spoken by F~anor's followers upon their return
to tilddle-eartn probably dlffP.red very little or not at all
from th~t sooken on the Great Journey, but 1n Kiddle-earth
SQ was touched by the change Inherent to mortal lands, although since Quenya was from this tlme on chiefly used cereffion1ally the changes were fewer than might be expected.
Typical of these changes ls the development of EQ /6/ Into
LQ /s/, as ln EQ and Sin~. /1611/, LQ /lstl/ 'moon.'
Stndarln, however, was the native speech or many Elves and was
frequently used by many or the i>Unedaln, and thus continued
to change at a relatl vely rapid rate. This change, however,
was In part retarded because amo"6 the Dtinedaln older forms
of S1ndarln were valued more highly than the later developments.
The samples or Slndarln given ln LotR reflect this
e or-e archaic, "purer" form of Slndarln spoken In Condor and
the even more archaic rorm spoken ln Blvendell.
Jn addition, much of the Slndarln corpus consists of the West-gate
lr:scrlptlon (before SA 1000) and the songs to Elbereth
(First Age).
l'he change from ES to LS, which mo~tly Involves the slffipllfylng or consonant clusters, can be seen
in the name Rohan, flrst used In 'fA 16)6; the ES form would
hsve been •/roxand/.
Such names as Belerland pre-date the
change.
Obviously, some or these distlnctlons are somewhat arbitrary.
Ir more material, especlAlly complete texts, were
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available, It might be possible to distinguish the stages
or Slndarin more reasonably, since there are no clear historical or cultural dividing points.
(It occurs to me that
the return or Peanor to Middle-earth,
which caused ar. influx or Quenya vocabulary Into Slndarin (er. rana), might
mark a transition from Early to Y.iddle Slndarln, If such a
However, so long as
transition ever becomes desirable.)
the analysis does not become too detallcd--and
considering
the present corpus that ls not too llkelY--these divisions
Keeping In mind the basic arcan be profitably employed.
tlflctallty or some or the distinctions,
as well as the
possibility or unattested Mddle ~uenya and Middle Slndartr.
forms, let us proceed to a dtscusclon or the four sour.d
systems.
Early Quenyo contained sixtren vocalic phonemes ~nd
probably twenty-eight consonantal and seml-consor.antttl pho'nle •owel system presents no
nemes, as shown ln Chart J,
·problems;
the diphthongs were falling glides (see III 491)
and /e/ and /O/ were somewhat tenser than their chore counterparts.
/a/ and /A/ se~~ to have been more back tha~
middle vowels, but their position relative to the other
vowels ls clear.
It would not be surprising If unstressed
short vowels were sometimes shortened to t.e:i or C"°J, which
were probably not phonemic, but this cannot be determined.
The consonants are more problematical.
There are four
well-developed
series or voiceless and voiced stops, bilabial, alveoler,
velar and velar lablaltzed.
There lsalso
a voiceless alveopalatal stop /tY/, and there may have been
other members or this tYelpetema series.
It should be mentioned that the voiced stops do not occur Independently,
/b,g,gW/ being always preceded by the corresponding nasal
(with /9Wgw/ simplified to /9gw/) and /d/ by /n,l,r/.
There
are three voiceless
slit fricatives,
but only one voiced
one.
EQ may well have had an /h/, but In this period the
letter which represented lt, halla, seems to have been used
only to make other consonants voiceless.
The nasals oarallel the voiceless stops, although the existence or /ni ts
somewhat uncertain; I am assuming that <ny) spellings ln
words such as E114eg}a represent the nasal member or the
tYelpeten:a (III 9 . The rest or the consonants are votce-.
less and voiced pairs or alveolar grooved frlcat Ives, /s, z/,
alveolar lateral resonants, 1i,11,
bllablal and alveopalatal median resonants /w,w.l,y/
and alveolar trllls ft,~/.
There are Indications that at least Proto-~uenya, and perhaps EQ as well, had a "weak r," the voiced alveolar median
resonant; the relation between the note on "R" on III 488
and the note on~
21 on III 497 ls somewhat unclear .
At this point, lt ml6ht prove useful to show the orthographic
l"epresentetton or Quenya sounds both In the Ter.gwar and as spelled In the Roman alphabet by Tolkien. Ustne,
Chart II and the letter-names on III 500 it ts a simple
matter to reconstruct the values or all the Tengwar In EQ.
In determining whether unldentlfled Eldartn wor•ls are
Quenya or Slndarln, It ts very hel?ful to know the occurrence restrictions or the phonemes or each. There are
tnree positions to be considered:
lnltlal, medial, and
final.
In Initial position, all consonants exccot /b,d,g,
gw/, which occur only after other consonants, and /z/ may
ap?ear In EQ.
Medially,
there are no EQ examples or /ow,
tY,l,f•l•W/,
but I suspect that the first two, and perhaps
1¥1 and /y/ as well, did occur medlally. Only /t,s,n,r,l/
and perhaps /d/ occur In final position.
All tne vowels
occur medially, although the~e are no words given In !&i!!
All the short vowels ~lso occur ln both Initial
wltn /tu/.
and final posit I on.
·rhere are not enough examples of the
long vowels ano dlphthor:gs of EQ to be certain or their
distribution, but It seems that the front long vowels /e,I/
occur only medially and finally, while conversely the back
long vowels /a,o,n/ occur only Initially and medially. /alA
the most common elphthong, occurs In all positions, while
/ol/ and /au/ only appear In Initial and medial position.
The number or examples or /ul, tu, eu/ ls lnsurr1c1ent to
reveal anything about their distribution.
The second point of Interest In connection with occurrence restrictions ls permissible clusters. There are no
Initial consor.ant clusters ln EQ, altho~gh there were a
number In Proto-Quenya, and also no fln3l consona~t cl~ster~
There are numerous medial clusters, however, lncludlng:
ps
tt, ts
ks
xt
St, SS
lp, lt, lk, ld, lv, 11, lm, ly
mp, mb, mm
nt, nd , nn, (nw)

ns.

ngW
~t, fk, rkw, fd,

rv, r~. rn, ry
It 1s possible that <ny) represents a cluster Instead of
In addition, the clusters soelled <nc, nqu> and possibly (nw> can represent either /Qk, Qkw, q"/ or /nk, nk~,
n"/, or both.· Thel"e are no words wlth /ps, ts, ks/In~.
but these clusters are cited on Ill 499 as common comblna-

In/.
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t1ons.
In add1t1on,
there are a small but a1gn1f1cant number
or "vowel cluster•" 1n EQ. The most common by far 1s /ea/,
wh1ch occurs 1n all pos1t1on1.
/o1•a/ occurs 1n1t1ally,
wh1le /1e, 10, 1a, oe/ occur eed1ally and /1e, 10, eo, ea/
occur f1nally.
In add1t1on, the word 010 conta1ns both
Beside this:-& letter rroa Pro1n1t1al and f1nal /01+0/.
fessor Tolk1en to 01ck Plotz (January, 1966) conta1n• a
word which I at the t1ae read aa ~.although
perhaps th1s
should be 212, as the handwr1ting 1a d1ff1cult and the two
words have the eame eean1ng.
In Late Quenya, two outr1ght mergers served to decrease
the phonemic Inventory, aa follows:
EQ /9/-- LQ /1/
E..t /z/-- LQ /r/ (weak r)
Also, by the Th1rd ~e Ill wa• usually •o1ced, and It can
probably be aasueed that the eaae held true for /f/. There
were also a number or phonet1c changes, two or which became
phonemlc.
First,~
/x/ C8Jlle to be pronounced (hJ 1nlt1ally, while retaln1ng 1ts •elar pronunciation In other positions.
This change affected the orthography considerably,
but was not phonem1c.
Howe•er, sfter 1n1t1a1 ID/ and /nw/
were fronted to /n/ and /nw/ respect1vely, /o/ only occurred
medially In the comblnat1ons &.)gJ, [rigWJ, and thus became
an allophone or /n/, wh1ch did not oecur In these posltlons:
/n/
~ /(~, gw) (and perhaps also k, kw)

FINAL:

H,
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r~.

rl, rm,

lv

nn, nd
'1'x' 'i"n
The status or Initial /nd/ Is debatable; It occurs only
once, In a name, Taur e-nda~delos, coined about rA 1050.
/ggh/ In Fanghorn (Revlsedr. III 409), may have been an ES
combination.
It should not be presumed that this list is
com?lete, but probably any further combinations were alon&
the pattern or these.
There were also a small number of LS vowel clusters.
In medial
Initially, /ae•a/ occurs, and finally, /ul•o/.
position, /le, la, lo, ea, ua, 1a, ae•a, ul•a/ occur.
In
addition, /uo/ occurs In !l!!.2!• Tuor, Huorn, etc., wnlch are
probably Slndarln, although perhaps only l::S.
The occurrence dlstrlbutlons for ES are the same as
ES had medl3l
those ror LS, with the following exceptions.
/o/, but probably not final l?I· ES consonant clusters lnciuded medial /pp, lp, rp, mb, mbr, nd/ and final lug/, but
not medial /ff/.
In addition, ES had clusters /mdr, ~kr/
(In G1Amdrlng, ~), which may also have occured In LS.
At this point, one would expect a list or ~uenya and
Unfortunately, thl s Is a
Stndarln sound correspondences.
very difficult matter.
Although the histories
or E.,. /~, x.
m, n, t• r,/and perhaps /6/ are fairly clear, at this point
I refuse to say anything more about the other consonants.
The short and long vowels are similarly confused, although
or the six£~ diphthongs,
the diphthongs can be traced.
three were retained unchanged In ES, while /eu, lu/ seerr to
have become ES /u/, and /01/ d1Sappeared somewhere or other.
The three new Slndarln diphthongs, /ae, el, oe/ developed
from /i, e, o/.
The great changes In the vowels and consonants or ES
which at times seem almost random probably took place at
the same time as the large amount or elision and adaltlon
or vowels that seems to have accompanied the tendency or ES
to lose final vowels and the corresponding stress snlfts,
and so the question or sound correspondences can probably
only be settled at the same time as the rules or the latter phenomena are determined.
I would greatly appreciate any questions or comments
generated by this paper, as I am sure thqt my ?resentatlon
1S not perfect.
t;y address ls J618 Chestnut se .; Apt. E401, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
rhank you.

r9.

n /( ••• )

The same dlstr1butlon applies also to /nw/, since I am
assum1n&, to sat1sfy my sense or proprletry, that /gW/ was
preceded by the nasal or the same series.
The nasals were
thus /»: n, ii (?), nw /. As a result or tnese changes. the L..t
phonemic system, with Tengwar and Roman equivalents, was
that shown In Chart III.
The difference between E~ and ES Is much greater than
that between E~ and~. and so the ES sound system must be
discussed
Independently. Ea had thirty-eight phonemes,
conslttlng
or n1neteen consonants, two semi-vowels and seventeen vowels, as shown In Chart IV. The consonantal ayste~
Is a1mpler and neater than that or E~, as there are three
series (probably bllab1al, alveolar and velar) or voiceless
and voiced stops and fricatlvea,
and vo1ced nasals, although
the voiced velar fricative ft/ 1s m1ss1ng, and /9/ may be
an allophone or /n/. The other six consonants and the semivowel& need no explanation.
The tengva distinction between
~and hwestq slndarlnwa (the former used In E~ for/~/
but theoretically having the value •/xw/) would seem to argue the existence or one or both or these sounds In ES, but
there ls no other evidence to support this.
Also, there
may have been a weak /r/.
The vowels are more problematical.
Although the simple
vowels are the same as those of~. wlth tne addition or a
short--and perhaps a long--hlgh front rounded /u/, the diph/u1, el, al, au/ present no
thongs are quite different.
problems, but /oe, ae/ are unlike anything in E~, and do not
seem to pattern well.
/el, oe, ae/ ere perhaps derived from
ES /e, a, a/, In which case they would occur only In LS.
As
In .,.uenya, the existence or a (.9J or ri'l would not be sur--,
pr t s t ng ,
The usual orthographic representations are shown In
Chart V. The vowels are spelled phonetically 1n English,
except that /u/ ls spelled <y> and flnal /au/ Is spelled
(aw), and ln a large •ariety or ways In the Tengwar.
Occu1mnce restrictions or ES will be discussed below In
connection with those or LS.
The phonemes or LS are the same as those or ES, exce?t
perhaps for the three diphthongs mentioned above.
The difference between the two lies in their occurrence patterns.
In LS, all consonants exceot /&, w/ occur 1n1 tlally.
/p, j,
y, f/ occur only Initially,· and ln addition /k, h/ do not
occur finally.
The absence or flnal /k/ and or Initial/~/
may be merely a product or the small corpus available. From
the occurrence patterns, It is possible that /w/ and /y/
were in actuality allophones or a single phoneme.
As with ~uenya, the vowels present greater difficulties
than the consonants.
All short vowels occur Initially (except /u/) and medially, but there are no examples or final
/e, u, u/. There are no final long •owels (this at le~st
inay be real); /Q/ ls the only Initial long vowel.
1'here
are no examples or /e/. All the diphthon&S are represented
medially, but /el, oe/ do not appear Initially and /el,oe/
do not a?pear finally.
However, there are not enough examples of the diphthongs to Justify making rules about thelr
occurrence.
.:.ate Slnd~r1n hdS a large number or consonant clusters,
as follows:
Ill(ITIAL: kr, br, dr, gl, gw, n, or, (ndl
l'IEvlAL:
kCI
bd , bl' Or
dw, di'
gl, gr
rr, fn, rr
ei , er<
vr
6r
st, sg, sr, SS
lb, ld, 1r, 16, lx, lv, 11, lm, i-r'
ml, mr
nt, nb, nh, nn, ndr

us l)gb, ugh, ogl, !}gm, !)gr
rb: f<g, Y:r, 'i'~ rx, ~1'h, 1'v,
!'"n, ?'w, 'T'r
ss, st
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vi
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vi
vd
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0 oi eu
a
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II

/pl•p=p

/tl·p=t
M=wt9 lkl''rk
N+-lbl·pi=mb /dl=rn=nd*
l~/-«j·99
lfl·b·f
/8/=h=th
lxl=cl·h
/v/=a.·v
ls/={,,c_rs

lz/=&.?J•z
/j/=lc;-hl
lll=c;= I
/':'/= d.. = hw
lwl=a...-aJ.=w

ic

also

11c~1-cy-9u
19-f·rIJ-'J9"'

lldl=5=ld

/rd/=~=~d

l~!~>.=h~
/'J/= >-""!:f
lml=rn•m lnl=m=n /n/zwzny
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Late Quenya Phonology and Spelling
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e
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h

0

0
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/!!· ~· lh
11/·c·I
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by Glen GoodKnight
This paper was written much later than the rntroductory address
The basic Ideas are the same, while
given at Mythcon that it parallels.
written and oral style often vary m their exact approach.
I would like to begin with the poem about Denetbor I wrote, which is
in the Mythcon Program Book:
LAMENT FOR OENETHOR
Go now to your fire, beaten and mad.
Rage in the flames; you whom existence has driven insane.
The struggle of both sides has become to you a hideous joke.
Your first born is dishonored ln death;
Your second is swooned before you.
Leave the old Grey Beard, who in all his plots cannot wrn.
What can he know of the overwhelming visions 10 the seerng stone.
Leave now the last chance to see beyond your crazy pride,
The Star a hafling sees from Mordor.
Only the darkness

is eternal.

I begin with Denethor, a character I feel is often overlooked, despite his strong personality and heavy, yet tragic, role, be has to play
in the drama of Middle-earth.
Oenethor reminds me very much or the
predicament and situation of Modern Western Man. Modern Western
Man, like Denethor is a ruler of a vast material empire; is a recipient
and guardian of serveral noble heritages, all several millenia old, and
is yet faced with impotency and despair when confronted with bis worst
enemy. Modern Western Man. like Denethoe, lacks the quality of inner
personal dynamism when confronting this enemy.
What is Modern Man's worst enemy? Can we even think he has
one? Look at what he has conquered and subjugated, nearly everything
he has set his mind to. lo fact that has been his attitude, to master
and control that which is around him. And he has done an objectively
Modern Man. They
staggering job. Consider all theachievementsof
are subtantial. Anything that Modern Man has not understood he has
set out to discover its hidden meaning and to domesticate it. But there
is one thing that be bas not been able to domesticate, to be able to fully
explain and understand. That which he cannot control, be bas come to
fear -and has attempted to blot out recognition. so that this unconquered
thing will not trouble his pride of those things he has come to master.
What is this thing? For a crude example l would bring forth the
multitude of grade Z science-fiction horror movies made during the
late forties and the fifties. ln this certain genre of film. we have a
recurring theme. that of some gigantic monster, troubled and awakened
from his arcane sleep. to arise from the depth of the sea, and finally
to make bis way to a large metropalitan: city to there ravage and destroy
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blindly all that he can, before the scientists can discover some bl7arre
last ditch way of destroying him. The monster must always be destroyed,
never subjugated and tamed. To me this is a clear symbolism of what
Modern Western Man is the most afraid of: the unconscious mind,
his unconscious mind. Why is He so afraid of it? I suggest because:
he cannot tame it, nor hold it down Jong enough to analyse il.
Modern Man has inherited from Helleruc CiVLhzahon an mtettectual and logical approach toward taking raw lniormation, and ordering It
into understandable categories.
He has developed this technique to a
fine science. Through harnessing the tremendous powers of the mte ll ect,
he has been able to revolutionize his manipulation of the physical universe,
and we have seen ln roughly the last four hundred years unbelievable
advances in the way man lives and thrnks. This period, from the Renaissance to now, has been the period or "the detached rational intellect."
But ln detaching this tremendous power of the intellect and harnessing for man's material benefits. He has tended to neglect, culturally
speaking.' other aspects of himself, and dismiss them as not as Important,
or even 10 somecases, worthless.
But Man is more than his intellect, and we have this brought before
us every night, only to forget it in the morning. Our dreams are there,
and what they tell us is often not logical or comprehensible to our ordered
minds. Dreams are a kind of symbolic language of the unconsc ious mind,
attempting, as it were, to commuincate to ourconsciousminds,
10 the
best ways it knows bow.
To me, theconsciousmind
represents and deals with order. Its
language is that of linguistic building blocks that can be rearranged and
It sorts and rearranges
facts in a
manipulated for communication.
logical way, much like a computer, only with a much greater degree of
subtlety.
The unconscious mind is not ordered and structured in ways that
are understandable to the conscious mind. Two universally recurring
symbols of the unconscious are those of the deep and stormy ocean, and
the untamed and primeval forest. Both are wild and unknown regions,
where unknown and fearful things abide.
Charles Williams bas combined the images of the sea and the forest
~:-'to Broceliande. lie says that it is "both a forest and a sea - a sea-wood."
A place of making, •.• Fro!!? it the huge shapes emerge, the whole matter
of the form of Byzantium /Williams' symbol for perfect order7 - and all
this is felt in the beloved. n-1 C.S. Lewis comments about Broceliande,
saying that it is both the road to Sarras or to P'o L'u (Heaven and Hell)
Those who accomplish either journey will not be likely to
return; but those who have gone only a little way into the wood
have been known to come out again. They are changed when
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